
#

71

Captain

No

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6033 300 5.06 1.80 34 10 30 7.77 5.00 8'11" 24

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST Competitive Toughness, Mental Processing, UOH

WORST

RG/LG/RT

Gap blocking, play-action scheme

2017-Ankle-2(wk 15,16) , 2016-shoulder-No games, 2015-wk 14(IR)-hand, 2014-Ankle 

(wk 8-wk 12) 

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed

6th year offensive linemen who was drafted in the 4th round by Arizona in 2013 and has started 22 of 42 games

at LG, RG along with RT. In 2017 he started training camp with the Jacksonville Jaguars, but was released prior

to the first game. Arizona signed him before Week 5, and he started weeks 5-14 before sitting out weeks 15 &

16 with an ankle injury. Offensive Coordinator Harold Goodwin used Watford as the RG in his balanced attack.

Adequate height, weight with solid arm length and hand size. Stocky build with good bulk having solid AA with

solid quickness, agility, and acceleration, adequate balance, and open field COD. Pre-snap he displays his good

mental processing while surveying the defense, tapping the OC to let him know when to snap the ball once the

calls are made. Good competitive toughness, finishing blocks, looking for work, helping both the OC and OT and

rising up to competition in crucial parts of the game. Solid as a Gap blocker using leverage to win the pad level

battle and is good with his UOHs, striking from low to high with his hands inside, driving solid competition out,

and stalemating with DL with good to elite play strength. In the Trap game when asked to block down, he shows

good play strength with solid initial quickness on his first step to wash down good defenders, and when asked

to Pull he does a good job with his footwork, opening his hips down the LOS, finding his target and doing a good

job with 1st level defenders. Solid overall as a Zone blocker showing his ability execute a Reach block on good

defenders with solid play speed, angles, and head placement. Good UOH with good placement, timing, and

strength to latch on and control the defender. Solid in Combo blocks coming off of the defensive linemen and

getting his hands on the LB often using his body to shield the defender giving the back a running lane. Solid

overall in pass protection with good mental processing identifying and picking up twists, good UOH, good

timing, and a strong punch, putting on display his ability to use his hands separately like a combination punch

or latching on with one hand and bringing the other low to high with elbows in and hands inside the defenders

breast plate lifting to control leverage. His best technique in pass pro is his jump set where he can get his hands

on the defender early, helping him maintain leverage and use his solid agility to mirror and stay in front good

defenders and replace his hands when knocked down, being patient and not lunging on the spin move. When

using his 45 degree set he shows good footwork and angles when setting, and good timing using his strong

punch on his second step and uses the defenders momentum to wash them down or run them by the

quarterback. Solid anchoring ability, replacing the hands and driving his feet into the ground. When he uses

leverage early, arches and brings his hips through, he can neutralize the pass rush from very good defenders. As

a Zone blocker he doesn’t consistently get his head across if he is going against a player who is quicker than

him, getting beat to the spot. With his lack of footspeed and 2nd level COD he can’t adjust to a good 2nd level

defender moving out of his path way & it is tough for him to cut off an athletic linebacker. At times he struggles

mentally processing the defense staying on combination blocks too long at the LOS and is late getting on the

linebacker. In his 45 degree pass set he isn’t consistent with his technique and tends set high without much

bend causing him to be susceptible to the Bull rush from players with good play strength, not being able to

anchor; also over setting getting beat inside by a Swim move from a player with good AA. Overall he is a solid

starter you can win with who can bring depth & positional versatility Best in a Gap blocking scheme where he

can block down & Pull to kick out defensive linemen. Struggles in space, and being consistent with his technique

in his pass set.

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

42
Games Started

22
Games Won

2nd level Blocking, Anchoring on 45 degree Set, consistency getting head across on quick 

defensive linemen. 

PROJECTION Solid starter you can win with who can bring depth & positional versatility. Best in a Gap 

blocking scheme where he can block down & Pull to kick out defensive linemen. Struggles 

in space, and being consistent with his technique in his pass set. 

2017: vs. TB, at LAR, vs. SF, vs. SEA, vs. JAX

23
Winning %

55%
Positions Started

INJURIES

Has started at RG/LG/RT

Arizona Cardinals13 - 4th - ARZ

YEAR – RD – TMCOLLEGE

James Madison (VAJM)

Prospect (Last, First)

Watford, Earl
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PLAYER INFO

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

OL
DOB (Age)

6-24-90 (27)
Scout Name (Last, First) 

Arcement, Jordan

TEAM


